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1. Introduction

In recent years, the cryptocurrency industry has been experiencing a ceaseless bloom in which 

innumerable products can be found abound all across the market. Such prevalence has then 

provided a lucrative timing for Web3 to embark its journey of realization. As a potential game 

changer, this situation appears to be, at the same time, a challenge and an opportunity for all the 

centralized trading platforms.    


Heretofore, access to the cryptocurrency market was limited to centralized exchanges that provide 

multi-chain trading services, technology upgrades, system maintenance, etc. Being in the latest 

iteration of web technologies now, the properties of centralized exchanges, especially weaknesses, 

seem to be more apparent than ever before under the scope. The intense development of this 

market has led to the tremendous growth of investors and organizations, which in turn discloses the 

flaws of the overall centralized environment. Not to mention, the emergence of Web3 further 

jeopardizes the state of centralized exchanges that are said to exercise vague issuing and listing 

mechanisms, unstable management, incomplete ecosystems, and so forth that  worry the investors 

at all times.        


Does this mean centralized exchanges are going to fall into disuse? No. The combination of 

centralized exchange and decentralized Web3 ecosystem will push the market beyond its current 

boundaries, creating a blue ocean in the industry. BIB Exchange, the first global platform that fuses 

centralized exchange and NFT, is a bold trailblazer who works towards becoming a departure port for 

users to set sail their voyage in Web3. 
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2. Market Background Analysis

Starting in 2020, Web3 has been recognized and supported by various industries such as technology 

and commerce, even governments. Giants from these industries carve out enormous resources for 

Web3 research one after another intending to seize the good fortune of breaking this new ground. 

This is by virtue of Web3 innovators will beyond any doubt be the spearhead in reference to the facets 

of asset value and ownership. As Web3 is going to bring forth the personal control of assets, user 

assets from personal data, privacy to other related information will no longer be intervened by any 

platforms. This is foreseeable to be the upcoming latest mode of communication that connects the 

creators and community. A little at a time, replacing the hierarchy technology to become the main 

pillar of the global financial industry.


In spite of the enticing upsides, the decentralized applications do have downsides frankly as 

technology of Web3 has yet to reach a mature stage. The high threshold and limited userbase give 

rise to difficulties for Web3 pioneers to actually land related projects on a large scale. Therefore, BIB 

team commences from fundamental framework and multi-dimensionality by launching the world’s 

leading cryptocurrency trading platform, BIB Exchange. The BIB Exchange holds a place on lowering 

the threshold by integrating Web3 into the exchange for a finer user experience, opening a door to 

the future for all and sundry.
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3. BIB Introduction
3.1 Overview


The Platform of BIB（www.bibvip.com)：


BIB is honored to be the first-ever platform that fuses NFT and exchange, a terminus a quo of 
centralized exchange in the voyage of Web3. Instead of only supporting trading services that entail 
various currencies and providing convenient asset management, BIB breaks through the 
conventional confinement by leveraging the Web3 and blockchain technologies to begin a new 
undertaking in the ownership economy. 


As a professional digital financial service provider, BIB is in all respects equipped with services to 
cater over 2 million users worldwide with an average daily asset turnover of more than $1 billion USD 
along with digital assets amounted to $500million under custody. The aforesaid success could be 
achieved at such progressive pace predominantly due to the BIB Exchange is backed by an 
international financial group that provides digital asset payment services for more than 500,000 
companies around the world. The ability in filling the technical gaps between digital assets trading 
and payment assures BIB to have a seamless and stable business system. This is undoubtedly a 
powerful driving force for the research and development of blockchain technology, asset trading as 
well as international business management.  


As for the core engine of BIB, they are pioneers of the cryptocurrency industry with utter enthusiasm 
and passion. Thus, they possess vast experience in blockchain technology, development of financial 
tools and market services. The BIB team always goes the extra mile in pursuing the highest security 
level and best trading experience possible for building a safe, professional and fair investment 
environment.  
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3.2 Mission and Vision


BIB Exchange has always been active in the cryptocurrency industry with its keenness in discovery 
and mature technology capabilities. As an indefatigable advocate of the idea of asset ownership, the 
BIB Exchange coincides with the progress of Web3 to open up a door for users to experience the 
magnificent technology of current generation.


In an effort to realize the idea of asset ownership, BIB strives after providing the Web3 generation a 
platform with editable smart contracts along with building an ecosystem that fuses DeFi, NFT and 
GameFi. Concurrently, internal professional teams are also formed to take charge in the enrichment 
of product varieties to fulfill the gradually expanding demand for cryptocurrency derivatives. The 
direction has then been guided by aspiration to the formation of the first global exchange that 
incorporates Web3 ecosystem, BIB Meta. BIB Meta that acts as a one go platform that allows users to 
immerse in DeFi, NFT and GameFi en masse to seize dividends, is truly an astonishing realization of 
departure from Web2 to its successor, Web3. 



The BIB Exchange and BIB Meta are setting the future plan in motion, full scrutiny is paid on the 

iteration of products to ensure convenient and smooth trading of cryptocurrency derivatives. At the 

same time, available resources are turned to account of a safe, innovative, smart and efficient 

ecosystem, catalyzing positive social change and economic reform. In the near future, BIB will 

transform users into owners of products and services in Web3 to create an economy of ownership, 

building larger and more defensive networks. Despite the fact that it is going to be a rough patch, 

BIB will persistently make headway in the development of Metaverse, Web3, DeFi, GameFi and other 

projects to support the remarkable ecosystem.

3.3 Strengths


3.3.1 Fusion of Exchange and NFT


Recently, NFT has become the buzzword in the cryptocurrency community. It is neither an 

extravagant trend nor a fancy fad, NFT acts as a bridge between the metaverse and the real world 

which represents a huge step of achievement in terms of asset-ownership economy. Among the 

many emerging NFT markets, BIB is the first and currently the only trading platform that consolidates 

platform token and NFT to further realize the assetization of virtual items. The outstanding attributes 

such as the breadth of assets traded on the platform, the convenient issuance process as well as the 

powerful screening function have contributed a great deal in turning BIB into a potent candidate in 

the cryptocurrency industry. 


BIB Meta is a Web3 ecosystem built by BIB in accordance with the principles of openness and 

fairness, aiming to provide users a marvelous experience. To broaden the world of blockchain and 

enhance the ecological closed loop, the world of BIB Meta comprises dimensions such as community 

nodes, virtual sports games and many more that are worth exploring. The fact that BIB Token endows 

NFT with liquidity allows users to gain attractive dividends by staking and becoming a community 

node brings exceptional excitement that ought not to be omitted (refer 5.2 for details).


Through BIB Meta, NFT carries higher spiritual value and has more interaction with reality. The BIB 

NFT platform will soon have more popular public links in the future revolving around creation, ideas 

and freedom with the bridge connecting us to the future world.


3.3.2 Top-Tier Security Systems


The BIB Exchange adopts a top-notch operation and risk control systems, hardware security module 

(HSM),  multi-dimensional protection in response to all kinds of the occuring problems. With the 

embedment of mentioned properties, the existing business modules of BIB allows instant response 

to abnormalities in terms of transactions, wallet system and more which assure the safest trading 

environment possible. To be exact, every single code of the platform has undergone independent 

audits whereupon security reports are issued by senior security companies in the industry. BIB, always 

by any means, works on safety optimization to strengthen the internal control systems in 

contemplation of avoiding any forms of losses and damages.
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Apart from that has been mentioned above, BIB is also formed by team members from the world’s 

top financial institutions and technology companies. The implementation of isolation between 

departments as well as mutl-level reviews are constantly and strictly worked on for the elimination of 

internal management risks. With its professional distributed architecture and Anti-DDOS attack 

system, BIB successfully set a high benchmark as a top exchange attributable to its high liquidity and 

user transaction security. Pertaining to user assets, BIB adopts a multi-signature hot, warm and cold 

wallet solution to ensure the security of user assets to the greatest extent. Meanwhile, protection at 

the front-end, middle-end, and back-end of the transaction is never compromised through:

 Front-end security protection for preventing cross-site attacks, injection attacks, and man-in-the-

middle attacks；

 Protection of security authentication, authorization, data verification, auditing, etc.;

 Protection of the back-end matching engine to prevent hackers from infiltrating the front and 

middle offices by real-time auditing.


3.3.3 Global Leading Liquidity Experience


In order to achieve long-term success, liquidity is indeed a key factor as it aids in stabilizing the 

infrastructure for trading cryptocurrency assets. That is to say, an exchange with high liquidity will 

have more currencies available for purchase along with a low level of price volatility. To more 

thoroughly address the liquidity problem in this industry, BIB has launched liquidity system solutions 

such as self-developed liquidity robots focusing on creating a competitive liquidity experience. 

Incorporating trading strategies, users can indubitably enjoy a fast and convenient trading experience 

anytime, anywhere.


Subverting the traditional exchange model, the blockchain ecosystem of BIB mainly comprises 

aggregators and aggregator exchanges which hedge with zero fees.  By means of this, it acts as a 

platform that interconnects multiple exchanges to aid users in conducting global scale of trading 

and price comparison. It is worth mentioning that BIB also uses TradingView professional K-line and 

market display to track the market information of related currencies in real time. With the accurate 

data presentation, users get to quickly determine their investment direction and trade in one click. 

Survive the bear market, succeed the bull market!


3.3.4 Convenient OTC Service


In the industry that involves massive financial transactions daily, the imperfect over-the-counter (OTC) 

financial system, low saving rate, substandard user experience, abnormally high interest rate, leakage 

of privacy information and so forth are always the knotty  problems encountered by most of the 

platforms. These stumbling blocks have also consequentially hindered the development of Web3 

blockchain. To clear them out for users to access the industry without a hitch, it is thoroughly crucial 

to lower the financial threshold. 
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With the aim to achieve top-standard service quality, BIB collaborates with a leading OTC service 

provider, Yibifu. Yibifu is an OTC trading platform established by a world-class blockchain technology 

team along with four major information technology companies in South East Asia as investors. Since 

it has formed a comprehensive ecosystem in terms of the digital economy, Yibifu provides digital 

currency payment services to more than 500,000 merchants and is well-known for being safe, 

convenient and reliable. Not to mention, Yibipay wallet is working with projects from the Philippines, 

Thailand, Singapore, Russia and so on to give impetus to the landing of blockchain applications.


Yibifu aims to provide global users with safe, open and transparent OTC transaction services. It 

provides solutions to various adverse circumstances such as cyber attacks, improper platform asset 

management and more, aspiring to become a fundamental infrastructure of decentralized economy. 


Performance: Yibifu provides liquidity and depth of capital pool for institutional investors with its 

high-quality transactions, high transaction throughput as well as circulation. 


Operability: Unlike the tedious and lengthy process as usual, Yibifu meets user demand with its 

flexibility. Users of Yibifu do not have to carry out identity verification like other platforms, they only 

have to bind their payment method in order to enjoy a fast and convenient service in just one click. 

This is especially vital as numerous exchanges are clearing out users from Mainland China which 

leads the Chinese users a hard time when it comes to OTC. Despite the fact, Yibifu earnestly works on 

enriching user experience, in which the conventional payment methods in Mainland China such as 

WeChat Pay and Alipay will be incorporated into the system as well in the near future to provide 

uttermost convenience.  


Transaction: Yibifu collects the real-time exchange rates of major exchanges and matches them with 

intelligent systems to assure users a best rate which is about 0.08 higher than the rest of the service 

providers. Besides, Yibifu also set up ‘compensation freeze’, an exclusive solution to protect the rights 

and interests of its users to the greatest degree. 
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4. Platform Services

4.1 Spot Trading


BIB spot trading covers the world's mainstream digital assets and trading markets for users to trade 

on a global scale. The spot trading assets supported by the platform currently include USDT, BTC, 

ETH, DOT, XRP, TRX, ADA, EOS, BCH, LTC, ETC, LINK, UNI, SUSHI, SHIB, AAVE, INJ, CRV, STORJ, 1INCH, 

DYDX, etc. and BIB still constantly works on enriching users’ options in terms of investment.

4.2 Futures Trading


BIB Perpetual Contracts are similar to futures without settlement date, in other words, they do not 

have an expiry date. Different from the conventional futures, perpetual contracts are often traded at a 

price that is fairly close to spot markets.


Settlement date: Perpetual contract has no expiry date, in which a position can be held for an 

indefinite amount of time as long as one has sufficient margin.  


Mark Price: An estimated true value of a contract for the computation of unrealized profit and loss as 

well as liquidation. It is always used to avoid unfair liquidations which could result from high market 

volatility. 


Funding: Due to having no expiry date, the price of perpetual contract is anchored to the spot price 

through a funding mechanism. 


Settlement/minute: Through every minute of settlement, the unrealized profit and loss is converted 

into the realized profit and loss to increase the flexibility of the use of funds.  
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Levelized maintenance margin system: The maintenance margin rate is the minimum margin rate 

required by a user to maintain the current position. When the margin rate is lower than the 

maintenance margin rate + fee to close, it will trigger liquidation or forced position reduction. For 

users with different position sizes, the larger the user’s position, the higher the maintenance margin 

rate and the lower the maximum leverage can be applied by that user.


Forced position reduction: 


For users who are holding relatively large positions, forced position reduction will not be executed 

when the margin rate is lower than the current rate of maintenance margin +  fee to close but higher 

than the lowest level of maintenance margin rate + fee to close. The system will calculate the amount 

should be reduced accordingly and lower the position by two levels in terms of the positions needed 

to be closed, executing partial reduction. Subsequently, if the margin rate meets the latest level of 

the maintenance margin rate, position reduction will take its halt. On the contrary, if it still does not 

meet the latest level of the maintenance margin rate, the execution of position reduction will 

continue. Under the isolated margin mode, the related position will be frozen and will not be able to 

perform any operations during the position reduction period. In the process of position reduction, the 

account which the related perpetual contract belongs to will also be frozen without the permission 

to operate under cross margin mode.   


4.3 Flash Option


Flash option is one of the symbolic financial products of BIB，users have to determine the direction 

of an underlying asset in order to gain profits. The profits of flash option are known before since the 

investment amount is decided by the users, whether it brings profit or loss will solely depend on the 

price of the underlying asset. If the prediction made by a user is right, the investment is probable in 

bringing profits of up to 83% in a minute. 


4.4 Copy Trading


Copy Trading is a portfolio management strategy that allows the emulation of trades executed by 

trading experts in the markets in order to gain profits. Whenever users decide to copy a trade, the 

order settings such as order price, direction and leverage will automatically be adjusted to be the 

same as the order of a particular trader. At the time when a trader closes a position, the system will 

then take the same action for users who are copying the trade. Once a position is closed, the trader 

gets to enjoy 5% of commission from each follower’s net profit. Due to its relatively simple and 

straightforward concept, copy trading is a function that is fairly friendly to new futures traders. At the 

same time, it provides a remarkable platform for expert traders to showcase their talent, while 

earning attractive profits.
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4.5 Dual Investment


BIB Dual Investment is a high-yield investment product which involves two currencies. Upon 

subscription, users are allowed to decide on the underlying asset, deposit currency, subscription 

amount as well as settlement date. The investment return will be according to the price of the asset 

upon delivery and the strike price, thus determining in which cryptocurrency the payout will be. With 

an annual percentage yield (APY) that is higher than the other investment products with fixed term, 

dual investment provides attractive profits disregarding its price and direction .  


4.6 90% off BTC Sale


90% off BTC Sale is an activity held as an appreciation to all the valued users of BIB, the participating 

users may win the lots to subscribe BTC at 90% off by staking. 


Lots to win = user’s staked USDT amount (total staked amount + total referral bonus)/ total staked 

amount of a particular round of activity (all users’ staked amount + all users’ referral bonus)*2000 lots    
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5. BIB Token and Application

5.1  Issuance of Tokens and Modes of Liquidation


Supported Network : BEP20


Issuance Amount: 100,000,000,000 tokens (100billion pieces) 


Issuance Price: 0.0002USDT


Ratio of Allocation: 
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Liner Vesting Plan:
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Discounts on Trading Fee: 


For users who hold BIB tokens, they are entitled to enjoy discounts on trading fees disregarding the 

involved currencies. With the amount of token owned, the system will deduct the corresponding 

amount when users carry out transactions.


5.2 Application of BIB Token in Meta


BIB Meta revolves around its core, NFT with BIB token as the main pillar to promote empowerment 

and multi-dimensionality in its decentralized ecosystem, Web3.



5.2.1 Minting NFT Through Token Burning


BIB users can mint NFT through burning BIB tokens and use it to enjoy various gameplay in the BIB 

Meta ecosystem.


5.2.2 Empowerment of NFT and Liquidity


The fusion of BIB Token, BIB Meta and Web3 empowers NFT and promotes liquidity. By means, NFT 

will own a higher value in proportion to its attributes. Along with different NFT gameplay, community 

nodes and the proof of contribution mechanism, the ecosystem of BIB Meta is being extensively 

expanded as a whole to achieve the state of plenitude.


5.2.3 Token Dividends


Users who hold BIB tokens are entitled to enjoy dividends in BUSD. The dividends emanate from DEX 

sellers and the withdrawal parties as 10% of trading fees will be collected from them. To be exact, the 

breakdown of the allocation comprises 6% in the dividend pool, 3% in the liquidation pool and 1% to 

be burnt. By holding BIB token, users rest assured to receive attractive dividends (pertain to BIB Meta 

White Paper).  


5.2.4 Staking


BIB holders can stake by delegating their BIB to the nodes, which 20% of the proceeds are paid to 

the node owners as delegation fee. There is no minimum limit on the number of users who delegate, 

but it is not allowed to exceed 50 times the self-delegation volume of a node’s KOL as well as the 

hard cap corresponding to the node level (10 million BIB for 3-star nodes and 100 million BIB for 4-

star nodes). Most remarkably, users can claim the profits gained at any time on the official website, 

meanwhile enjoy token dividends.


5.2.5 GameFi


Users get to enjoy various kinds of GameFi within the BIB Meta ecosystem by using BIB tokens. It will 

mainly focus on match prediction for the World Cup at the beginning and will also include online 

penalty shoot-out as well as sports competitions to be played in teams formed by different nodes in 

the coming future.


5.3 NFT


Users get to possess NFT through purchasing mystery box or making direct purchase from the 

marketplace. Aside from being a collection, NFTs can be fused, traded, staked as well as used as an 

entrance ticket to join community nodes (pertain to BIB Meta White Paper).
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2021.12 Form project team and launch platform development


2022.1 Confirm with name and logo, complete white paper and build framework of core agreement


2022.3 Develop security system, trading engine, cross-chain protocol and related core technologies


2022.5 Launch BIB Exchange


2022.8 Issue BIB token，start community operations and conduct BIB IDO/IEO private funding


2022.9 Launch sale of BIB Meta trading card NFTs and live various functions of ecosystem


2022.10 Research and develop exchange platform search, categorization, financial services mall, etc. 


2022.11-12 Provide users a convenient platform to experience Web3 by going along with World Cup 

and the launch of BIB Meta


2023 Develop more globalized plans
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BIB has a team of nearly 150 dedicated employees with offices in Asia, North America and other 

countries, persistently working in line with each other to achieve first-class quality of products and 

services. Our core technical members are the early explorers of this industry who have served as 

information technology directors in globally well-known companies such as Silicon Valley, Apple, 

Amazon and so forth. By integrating their vast experiences with advanced technological capabilities, 

the BIB team devotes themselves to the research and development of an ecosystem that is able to 

provide the best user experience ever.    


Jearon - CEO


Jearon is one of the founding members as well as the product strategic planner of BIB Meta. He 

started his journey of cryptocurrency in 2013 and has been active in various international forums such 

as Bitcointalk.org throughout the years. He possesses a wealth of experience with respect to the 

investment, design and implementation of blockchain assets. In particular, he has worked for 

financial and investment positions in many listed companies in Singapore namely Nikon, SONY and 

other world-renowned Fortune 500 companies. In 2018, Jearon served as CEO of CHAOEX and 

attained a prodigious achievement of acquiring 100,000 new registered users in only two months 

time with one-third of the industry average cost. The perfect blend of his immense skills in both 

traditional business management and unique market operations has become the competitive 

advantages apropos of blockchain assets. Over the years, Jearon has accumulated bountiful resources 

and is still keenly carrying on his discovery in the blockchain industry to explore the multifaceted 

possibilities with his sui generis sense. 


Lim - COO


Lim is the co-founder of BIB, he graduated from the Department of Applied Mathematics of a world’s 

prestigious university of science and technology. With reference to experience, he has spent a decade 

in multinational business operations and started his own overseas investment about 3 years ago. Lim 

was a charter member as well as chief marketing officer of blockchain projects in information 

technology companies. As also having been a regional general manager, he possesses an excellent 

multinational perspective that steers the driving force in coming to grips with the multi-

dimensionality of multinational business management and cooperations.


In 2015, Lim participated in the early investment of SKUCHAIN and DFINITY through limited 

partnership. Only two years later, he launched a decentralized content sharing application of MESH 

network and received an investment amounted tens of millions dollars from Alibaba Group’s EWTP 

fund. In the train of this, the project received a great deal of investment invitations from various 

cryptocurrency funds.  


Subsequently, Lim joined OKX in 2021 and he was in charge of opening up a new market in South 

Asia and Southeast Asia. With his strategic lead, the team succeeded in creating new market 

opportunities by penetrating into the local digital currency ecosystem and community. Lim’s 

understanding in the blockchain industry’s growth and operation can never be doubted with all 

these verifiable accomplishments.  
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Cfun - CTO


Cfun is one of the earliest batch of HTML5 mobile game practitioners in China. In the early years of 

the mobile game era, he created numerous popular mobile games as a server architect. The year of 

2014 was when Cfun discovered his interests in the blockchain structure through BTC. To pursue 

further in this field, he chose to join a leading blockchain company in 2017 specializing in designing 

and building high-performance and low-latency financial trading as well as analysis systems.


At the outset of the game industry, Cfun worked for Zynga and Kunlun Tech which both were the 

giants that have launched copious games played and loved by people all around the world. From the 

rise to heyday of mobile games, he had been growing from an ordinary developer to become a 

professional architect who took charge of the design and reconstruction of Mainland China’s largest 

board game server. In 2018, he joined a blockchain company and led the team in the development 

of centralized and decentralized wallets as well as EOS chain game projects. Only after a year, Cfun 

was promoted to be a technology director that worked on the development of a centralized wallet 

and OTC system in which the daily transaction volume of the OTC system reached up to 100 million 

dollars per day.  


Krypto - CTO


Krypto is an information technology expert who has served in the world’s top 500 information 

technology companies such as Motorola and Huawei and owns more than 10 years of experience in 

technology research and development. During the period, he was a leader of the team that worked 

on clearing out the stumbling blocks to keep the company comparable and competitive.


The year-end of 2016 was when Krypto came upon cryptocurrency. Out of his curiosity and  deep 

interests, he self-learned and successfully designed a core module of cryptocurrency exchange in 

2017. WIthin the same year, he joined ST as a chief technology officer with his main tasks included 

the development of crypto wallet, exchange and public chain.  


In 2020, Krypto joined UEST Institute of Blockchain as an advanced researcher of sovereignty 

blockchain. He published a good many research papers regarding blockchain and cryptography 

which have been referenced globally. Through vision of the ideal world formed by years of 

understanding in this industry, Krypto believes that cryptocurrencies will eventually bring profound 

effects to society by becoming a significant part of the daily life of an ordinary person.  


Rust - CTO


Rust is a senior technical expert who has served in well-known information technology companies 

including Lenevo, Tencent and Huobi. He is extensively experienced in internet product architecture 

and technical management through his contribution in business platform infrastructure and system 

softwares. Rust is also an advocate of lightweight system architecture who is adept at Akka, Netty, 

Spring Cloud, Rust and other functional programming as well as asynchronous responses. With years 

of experience in connection with microservice and system architectural design, Rust is unequivocally 

capable of designing memory systems and tuning operational performance of an exchange.   
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8.1 Risk Warning: 


Prior to the use of BIB Exchange services, it is extremely essential for users to understand the risks 

involved in the investments. We will cover the potential risks in the following sections, please note 

that the risks described below are neither exhaustive nor presented in any assumed order of priority. 

Users who are intended to purchase and use the services of BIB Exchange shall read carefully the 

information below and consider the suitability according to personal conditions.


If users do not fully understand the risks of using our services, they shall seek independent 

professional advice from their own legal, financial, tax or other advisors. The capitalized terms used 

herein have the meanings listed in the terms used, unless stated otherwise.  


8.1.1 Trading Risk


You acknowledge and agree that you shall access and use our services at your own expense. The risk 

of loss in trading digital asset pairs can be substantial. Therefore, you shall carefully consider 

investment decisions according to your financial goals, resources and situation. More specifically, you 

should be aware of the following:


1.You may suffer total loss of funds transferred to or in your user account on BIB Exchange as the 

trading price of digital assets can fluctuate significantly in a short period of time. The trading price of 

digital assets may also decrease due to various factors, including market manipulation, changes in 

the properties of digital assets, cyber attacks (as defined in paragraph 4 below), suspension of BIB 

Exchange or external service providers and other external factors.


2.Under certain market conditions, you may find it difficult or impossible to buy or sell digital assets. 

This can happen, for instance, if the market experiences low liquidity. BIB Exchange is not responsible 

for the transferability, liquidity and/or availability of any digital assets.


3.BIB Exchange may suspend trading or stop providing services related to any digital asset at any 

time in its sole discretion. You may not be able to withdraw digital assets before BIB Exchange ceases 

to provide services, resulting in the loss of any such digital assets remaining in your BIB Exchange 

account.


You shall be aware that these brief statements are unable to disclose all the risks and other aspects 

associated with these transactions. You are solely responsible for ensuring that you understand and 

accept all risks associated with digital asset transactions and trading activities, and are able and 

willing to accept and bear all losses that may arise from such transactions and digital asset 

transactions. 
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8.1.2 Internet Transmission Risk and Rectification


You acknowledge that there are risks associated with the use of Internet-based trading systems, 

including but not limited to failure of hardware, software and Internet connection. You also 

acknowledge that BIB Exchange is not responsible for any communication failure, interruption, error, 

distortion or delay that you may experience while transacting through our services, regardless of the 

cause.


BIB Exchange may, but is not obliged to be based on an apparent error (whether or not the user, we 

or any other user benefits from the error) in the execution and/or settlement of an order, transaction 

or transfer. At own choice and full discretion, you shall take actions reasonably and in good faith 

including, but not limited to, the following:


(a) rectify, revoke or cancel any order or transaction;


(b) void a transaction as if it had never occurred; and/or amend the transaction to have the same 

terms as a transaction without manifest error. In this regard, any act or omission of BIB Exchange 

may cause damage to you, and you acknowledge that you have no recourse against BIB Exchange.


8.1.3 Risks Associated with Server Attacks or BIB Exchange Accounts


The services, accounts and funds held by BIB Exchange may be subject to security or operational 

attacks, and you acknowledge and agree that BIB Exchange shall not be liable for any loss caused 

thereby.


8.1.4 Risks Associated with the Properties of Digital Assets


Any digital assets and the software, networks, protocols, systems and other technologies (including 

any blockchain, if applicable) used to manage, create, issue, transfer, cancel, use or trade any digital 

assets ("underlying technology") may be vulnerable to attacks on its security or operation ("attacks"), 

including attacks that are capable to hinder the normal operation of a blockchain or other 

underlying technology.


Any digital assets or underlying technology may change or cease to function due to changes in a 

particular underlying technology, these changes can include, but are not limited to attack,"fork" or 

"rollback" of digital assets or blockchain. Due to the changes, any digital assets may be canceled, lost 

or doubled. BIB Exchange may not support related sidechains or other underlying technologies of 

forked, enhanced or derived digital assets, even if it is the digital asset supported by BIB 

Exchange.Please note that any digital asset may be lost if sent to the wrong address, including but 

not limited to, if the address is incorrect, contains errors, or is intended for a different type of digital 

asset.
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8.1.5 Regulatory Risk


The regulatory status of digital assets is unclear or unstable in many jurisdictions, so it is difficult to 

predict how or whether government authorities will regulate digital assets. Likewise, it is difficult to 

predict how or if any government agency will make changes to existing laws, regulations and/or rules 

that affect any digital asset. Therefore, digital assets can be securities and can also be regulated by 

the laws of certain jurisdictions. BIB Exchange may cease to provide services on any digital asset in or 

from certain jurisdictions if government action makes it illegal or commercially undesirable. Pursuant 

to clause 2.2 of the Terms of Use, if any applicable law in your country prohibits you from using our 

service, you shall ensure yourself to not use our service.


8.1.6 Counterparty Risk


We have no control or responsibility for the delivery, quality, safety, legality or any other aspects of any 

digital assets that you may purchase or sell to other users of the services. We are not responsible for 

ensuring that third-party buyers or sellers of transactions with you will complete or are authorized to 

complete transactions or trading activities, nor have we established a security fund or other 

arrangement to compensate you for monetary loss suffered as a result of default or bankruptcy.


The risks described in this risk disclosure statement may result in loss of digital assets, reduction or 

loss of all value of digital assets, inability to access or transfer digital assets, inability to trade digital 

assets, inability to receive any specific digital assets available to holders of other digital assets, and 

other financial loss. You hereby accept and agree that BIB Exchange shall not be liable for such risks 

at any time. You hereby irrevocably waive and discharge any and all claims against BIB Exchange and 

its respective directors, members, officers, employees, agents and contractors, whether or not you are 

aware of it.


You represent and warrant that you have:


(a) the necessary technical expertise and ability to review and evaluate the security and operation of 

any digital asset that you decide to purchase or trade;


(b) knowledge, experience, understanding, professional advice and information to make your own 

assessment of the proceeds and risks of any digital asset or transaction. You accept the risks of 

trading digital assets by using our services, and are responsible for independent analysis of risks 

specific to digital assets and our services. You shall not acquire or trade any assets unless you have 

sufficient financial resources and can afford to lose the value of all digital assets, or suffer significant 

losses.


The decision of BIB Exchange to support the transfer, storage or transaction of any specific digital 

asset through the service does not mean that BIB Exchange does or does not endorse the digital 

asset itself, security, operation or underlying technology of the digital assets. Although BIB Exchange 

decides to provide services related to specific digital assets, the risks associated with digital assets 

and trading digital assets still apply, and the risks of all transactions will be solely borne by you.
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8.2 Disclaimer


(1) This platform does not assume any express or implied guarantee responsibility for the error-free 

and uninterrupted services. You agree to assume all risks of using the services of this platform and 

any damages that may be caused by such risks.


(2) Any information contained on this platform, including but not limited to comments, opinions, 

forecasts, charts, indicators, theories, direct or implied instructions are for reference only, and you are 

responsible for any actions you decide on your own.


(3) You shall be cautious when entering the market as it consists of various kinds of risks. The currency 

descriptions, prices and other information provided by this platform strive to but do not guarantee 

the accuracy, completeness and applicability of the data. All kinds of information and data contained 

in this platform are for reference only, the content of this platform will be updated or revised at any 

time, and this platform reserves the right to delete or modify platform information without prior 

notice. This platform does not assume any responsibility for any loss arising from all or part of the 

information on this platform or due to reliance on such information.


(4) The information and tools introduced on this platform are for general reference only, unless 

otherwise expressly agreed, should not be regarded as an offer to buy or sell any currency, nor a 

formal confirmation of any transaction. The information and tools presented on this platform are also 

not intended to provide advice of any kind, including but not limited to investment, tax, accounting 

or legal advice. The past performance of our company's products and other products contained in it 

does not indicate their future performance. You shall carefully read the product description and 

relevant legal documents in your region before making an investment decision.


 (5) This platform shall not be liable for any direct, indirect, consequential or damages caused by the 

services you use or the inability to use the services.


(6) For any liability caused by force majeure factors, interruption, delay, omission, misleading or data 

transmission, BIB Exchange does not assume any responsibility for errors in storage, tampering or 

falsification of data by third parties intrusion into the system.


(7) All intellectual property and other property rights of trademarks, logos, service marks and any 

other data contained in this platform belong to BIB Exchange or its affiliates. The materials contained 

in this platform are protected by copyright, and no part of these materials may be modified, 

reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, transmitted, reproduced, distributed or used in any other 

ways for commercial or public purposes without the written consent of the company.


(8) BIB Exchange also reserves other disclaimer rights to the maximum extent permitted by laws and 

regulations.
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